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Introduction
ENVIRONMENTAL LOSS SCENARIOS
In August 2010, the IUA (in association with the British
Insurance Brokers Association and the Association of
British Insurers) published Environmental Risks: insured
or not?.
It attempted to convey a key message: the gap between
the range of environmental liability to which organisations
are now exposed and the liability cover provided by
traditional insurance policies has become uncomfortably
wide and will get wider.
Environmental Risks: insured or not? explained the
background to the liability gap in full, and called on
insureds to investigate and understand the extent of
the gap in their particular case and what specialist
environmental insurance products are available to fill it.
This document follows on from this first paper. It takes a
series of environmental liability scenarios based on claims
that have actually occurred and in each case examines:
• What loss the insured actually suffered;
• Whether that loss was covered under a standard
public liability policy, a public liability policy with
what is often categorised as a “Bartoline extension”
or “PL+” (which potentially provides regulatory clean
up and contamination cover), a property policy and an
environmental policy;
• What other kinds of loss could potentially have been
suffered by the insured in the scenario; and
• Whether that other potential loss would have been
covered under a standard public liability policy, a
public liability policy with a regulatory clean up and
contamination extension, a property policy and an
environmental policy.
It is worth highlighting at this point the key features of
the various insurance policies that potentially apply to
environmental risks. These are explained in detail in
Environmental Risks: insured or not? but to briefly recap:
• Public liability policies cover liability in tort for third party
damages claims, but most environmental liabilities do
not fall into this category. Most environmental liabilities
are “statutory” or “regulatory” liabilities policed by
bodies like the Environment Agency and are not within
the scope of cover. Further, public liability policies have
4

pollution exclusions which exclude all pollution-related
liabilities except those that the insured can show were
caused by a “sudden, identifiable, unintended and
unexpected incident which took place in its entirety at a
specific time and place during the Period of Insurance”.
They also include “owned property exclusions” (which
exclude liabilities associated with any remediation
work that takes place on the insured’s own land). These
exclusions knock out the majority of any environmental
liabilities that do fall within the scope of cover.
• Public liability policies with extensions relating to
regulatory clean up and contamination costs do give
some cover for “statutory” or “regulatory” liabilities.
However, because they also contain the pollution
exclusions and owned property exclusions as noted
above, many environmental liabilities are excluded
from cover. It is also important to remember that any
recovery under the extended public liability policy
remains, as with the standalone public liability policy,
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reliant upon a tort liability to trigger a potential response.
Consequently, in the absence of any legal liability
for ‘damages’ (third party personal injury or property
damage) the extended public liability extension will not
respond to regulatory liability for cleanup costs.
• Property policies are essentially first party policies, not
liability policies. They provide cover only in respect of
specific “buildings” and not as a general rule land. They
are very unlikely indeed to cover pollution matters in the
absence of damage to a building structure. Furthermore,
most property policies have included a qualified or
absolute pollution exclusion since 1990.
• D&O policies generally only provide cover for the costs
of defending proceedings brought against senior
individuals within an organisation. They do not cover
the organisation’s regulatory, tort or criminal liabilities.
In practice, only a tiny percentage of environmental
liability relate to proceedings of any sort against senior
individuals within an organisation. D&O policies’
usefulness in covering environmental liability is therefore
extremely limited.

• Motor policies cover the driver’s liability to third parties
(Including passengers) for personal injury and property
damage arising out of use of a vehicle. They can also
cover injury to the driver and damage to their property.
Essentially, the liability section of most motor policies
is structured in the same way as public liability policies,
with the result that the extent of cover for environmental
liability is limited.
• Professional Indemnity classes – surveyors, lawyers and
accountants for example –usually contain some form of
pollution exclusion and, notwithstanding specific niche
products, are very unlikely to provide coverage for a full
range of environmental events.
• Environmental policies are specifically designed to cover
the widest possible range of environmental liabilities.
They cover:
(i)	Statutory or regulatory liabilities, as well as tort
liabilities;
(ii)	Liability stemming from gradual as well as sudden
pollution incidents; and
(iii)	Liabilities that relate to the insured’s own land as
well as land that the insured does not own.
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Environmental Loss Guide

Typical Environmental
liabilities, costs and losses
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The IUA Non-Marine Environmental Committee, which with Berwin Leighton
Paisner developed the scenarios and liability and estimated quantum therein,
consists of environmental impairment liability, general liability, property and
reinsurance underwriters with significant experience of environmental risks and
claims. We were also pleased to take some initial soundings on the scenarios
from Cunningham Lindsey.
Before looking at the scenarios in greater detail it is worth emphasising
that the UK liability market is extremely competitive and, particularly in the
London market, there are differing and innovative policies available to meet
the specific needs of clients. Consequently, the policy responses noted in the
stated scenarios can reflect only what might be considered to be a ‘general’
policy response and may not be applicable to all policies. For example, whilst a
public liability policy will often exclude defence costs associated with criminal
prosecutions, we are aware that some policies provide this cover (normally with
limits).
In so far as the scenarios look at potential liability, loss or cost that might
arise from a scenario, the level of these are set by reference to the table below
which, in underwriters experience, sets out the loss sums that are typical of
environmental claims.
Liability/Cost/Loss

Typical sum

Range

Tort

Compensating an angling or other recreational club for its loss
of amenity.

£40,000

£10,000-£100,000

Tort

Compensating a water company in connection with the
pollution of its groundwater resources.

£5m

£1m-£20m

Tort

Compensating a neighbour for migration of contamination that
leads to property damage and/or harm to amenity.

£150,000

£25,000-£5m

Regulatory

Investigation following a spill that threatens surface water.

£25,000

£15,000-£60,000

Regulatory

Investigation following a spill that threatens groundwater.

£25,000

£15,000-£60,000

Regulatory

Remediation and monitoring following a spill that threatens
groundwater.

£1m

£100,000-£5m

Regulatory

Remediation and restoration of surface waters, flora and fauna
following a spill with persistent effects.

£1m

£500,000-£5m

Regulatory

Remediation and restoration of surface waters, flora and fauna
following a spill with transient effects.

£25,000

£10,000-£100,000

Criminal

Fine.

£20,000

£2,500-£300,000

Criminal

Costs associated with criminal prosecution.

£30,000

£10,000-£400,000
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Hotel – Unexplained failure of oil tank
Background
A hotel’s heating oil tank, which was normally full, was found one day to
be empty. For some reason, the tank had failed and 10,000 litres of oil had
escaped into the ground. The hotel is adjacent to a college and a site of special
scientific interest (“SSSI”). A river runs through the neighbouring area.

Actual loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

The hotel owner paid for the remediation of the hotel site. Regulatory bodies
like the Environment Agency can order tank owners to remediate spills under
a variety of interconnected statutory provisions without needing to prove
fault. The hotel owner cooperated with the regulators and no formal notice or
order needed to be served.

£450,000

Total liability

£450,000

Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

This does not fall within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause. Following the 2006 case of Bartoline v RSA, the costs
incurred in complying with Environment Agency imposed
remediation orders are not “damages”. Even if it did fall within
the scope of the policy’s insuring clause, the costs would have
fallen foul of the policy’s “owned property” exclusion.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

The costs are within the scope of the extension but fall foul of
the policy’s “owned property” exclusion.

Property policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings (and possibly the loss of the oil) but not as a general
rule the remediation of land.

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

Yes
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£450,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Criminal prosecution

The hotel owner might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal
prosecution and possible fine. The release of polluting substances into the
environment triggers a series of “strict liability” offences on the part of the
hotel owner but the Environment Agency decided not to prosecute in this
instance.

£20,000 fine
£30,000 costs

Regulatory liability

Had the SSSI become damaged, the hotel owner might have had to pay
to restore it. Natural England could have applied to the court for a formal
restoration order against the hotel owner.

£25,000 investigation
£25,000 restoration

Had the nearby river been polluted, the hotel owner might have had to pay to £25,000 investigation
clean it up. The Environment Agency could have required it’s clean up under a £25,000 restoration
variety of statutory provisions.
Tort liability

Had angling clubs that use the river (or any other organisations with the
necessary rights) suffered loss of amenity as a result of river pollution, the
hotel owner might have had to pay damages to them in tort.

£40,000

£150,000
Had the college suffered any loss due to, for example, property damage or
odour from the spill, the college might have been able to sue the hotel owner
in tort.
Total liability
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs would not fall within the scope of the
policy’s insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the
costs incurred in complying with these regulator-imposed
remediation orders are not “damages”.

Tort liability

No

Tort liabilities are within the policy scope, but the pollution
exclusion would have excluded them unless the hotel
owner could demonstrate that the spill was caused by a
“sudden, identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident
which took place in its entirety at a specific time and place
during the Period of Insurance”. Demonstrating this in these
circumstances might not be straightforward.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

Regulatory liabilities are within the scope of the extension, but
the pollution exclusion would have excluded them unless the
hotel owner could demonstrate that the spill was caused by
a “sudden, identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident
which took place in its entirety at a specific time and place
during the Period of Insurance”. Demonstrating this in these
circumstances might not be straightforward.

Tort liability

No

Tort liabilities are within the policy scope, but the pollution
exclusion would have excluded them unless the hotel
owner could demonstrate that the spill was caused by a
“sudden, identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident
which took place in its entirety at a specific time and place
during the Period of Insurance”. Demonstrating this in these
circumstances might not be straightforward.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

Yes

Tort liability

Yes

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Environmental policy
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£290,000
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Village hall – oil tank damaged during storm
Background
A tree fell onto the insured’s heating oil tank during a storm, fracturing the outlet tap. Several
thousand litres of oil escaped into the ground. The insured’s property is situated in a ground
water protection zone. A drinking water abstraction point is located 320m away from the site of
the spill. In addition, a designated SSSI is located 250m away.

Actual loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability for
Regulatory bodies like the Environment Agency can order landowners to
investigation and cleanup investigate and, if necessary, remediate spills that occur on the landowner’s
property under a variety of interconnected statutory provisions. There is no
need for the Environment Agency to prove fault on the part of the landowner.
The landlord paid for an extensive investigation of the spill and, subject to
ongoing discussions with the Environment Agency, is expecting to have to
clean it up to prevent damage to the groundwater or SSSI.

£500,000

Total liability

£500,000

Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability for
investigation and cleanup

No

This does not fall within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause. Following the 2006 case of Bartoline v RSA, the
costs incurred in complying with Environment Agency
imposed investigation and remediation requirements are
not “damages”. Even if they did fall within the scope of the
policy’s insuring clause, the costs will fall foul of the policy’s
“owned property” exclusion.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability for
investigation and cleanup

No

This is within the scope of the policy’s extension but falls
foul of the policy’s “owned property” exclusion.

Property policy

Regulatory liability for
investigation and cleanup

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability for
investigation and cleanup

Yes
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£500,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Criminal prosecution

Fortunately, the spill did not reach groundwater or the SSSI. Were it to have
done so, the insured might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal
prosecution and possible fine. Causing the release of polluting substances
into groundwater is a widely construed “strict liability” offence. The role
played by the storm in causing the spill is not a defence.

£20,000 fine
£30,000 costs

Regulatory liability

Were the SSSI to have been damaged, the insured might have had to pay to
restore it. Natural England has the power to apply to the court for a formal
restoration order.

£25,000 investigation
£25,000 restoration

Were the groundwater to have been polluted, the insured might have had to
pay to clean it up. The Environment Agency can require it’s clean up under a
variety of statutory provisions.
Tort liability

Total liability

13

In circumstances where ground water is being or might become polluted,
the village hall owner is exposed to an action by the local water company for
damages in tort.

£25,000 investigation
£1m remediation
£5m

£6,125,000
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs would not fall within the scope of the
policy’s insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs
incurred in complying with regulator-imposed clean up/
restoration orders are not “damages”.

Tort liability

No

The costs of works to prevent/mitigate future claims by the
water company are not covered (see Yorkshire Water v RSA). In
any event, they would fall foul of the policy’s “owned property”
exclusion.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The costs are within the scope of the policy’s extension but fall
foul of the policy’s “owned property” exclusion.

Tort liability

No

The costs of works to prevent/mitigate future claims by the
water company are not covered (see Yorkshire Water v RSA). In
any event, they would fall foul of the policy’s “owned property”
exclusion.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

Yes

Tort liability

Yes

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Environmental policy
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Works to prevent/mitigate future claims by the water company
are not covered (see Yorkshire Water v RSA). Any claims that
could not be prevented or mitigated would, however, be
covered.
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£6,075,000
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Transport incident – spill of pesticide
Background
A tanker attached to the insured’s tractor overturned as it was being hauled
along a public road. 10,000 litres of liquid pesticide was released into a dry
ditch.
NB – for completeness, it should be remembered that, unlike the other
scenarios, the insured’s compulsory motor policy is relevant to the coverage
here.

Actual loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

Regulatory bodies like the Environment Agency can order those responsible for causing
pollution to remediate. The Environment Agency did so here, requiring that the pollution
be contained and affected sediment and soil removed. Long term monitoring was also
needed. There is no need for the Environment Agency to prove fault on the part of the
polluter.

£20,000

Total liability
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£20,000
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Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

This does not fall within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause. Following the 2006 case of Bartoline v RSA, the
costs incurred in complying with Environment Agency
imposed investigation and remediation requirements are not
“damages”.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

The extension will only operate if there is a tortious liability to
trigger the PL policy. In this case there is no such liability.

Property policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Motor policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

These policies normally contain either an absolute pollution
exclusion or a limited write back (to allow for ‘sudden and
accidental’ pollution).

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

Yes

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy
- motor policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy
- motor policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy;
- motor policy; and
- environmental policy

£20,000
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Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Criminal prosecution

Fortunately, the spill did not reach any surface water. Had it done so, the
insured might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal prosecution
and possible fine. Causing the release of polluting substances into
groundwater is a widely construed “strict liability” offence.

£20,000 fine
£30,000 costs

Regulatory liability

Had surface waters been polluted, the insured might have to pay to clean
them up. The Environment Agency can require polluters to restore waters to
their pre-pollution state under a variety of statutory provisions.

£25,000 investigation
£25,000 remediation

Tort liability

Had surface waters been polluted, the insured might have been exposed to
actions by local landowners or fishing clubs for damages in tort.

£40,000

Total liability

£140,000

Coverage of further potential loss
PolicyLiability/

Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs would not fall within the scope of the
policy’s insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs
incurred in complying with regulator-imposed clean up/
restoration orders are not “damages”.

Tort liability

Yes

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The extension will only operate if there is a tortious liability to
trigger the PL policy. In this case there is no such liability.

Tort liability

Yes

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Criminal prosecution

No

These policies normally contain an absolute pollution
exclusion or a limited write back (to allow for ‘sudden and
accidental’ pollution).

Regulatory liability

No

These policies normally contain an absolute pollution
exclusion or a limited write back (to allow for ‘sudden and
accidental’ pollution).

Tort liability

No

These policies normally contain an absolute pollution
exclusion or a limited write back (to allow for ‘sudden and
accidental’ pollution).

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Regulatory liability

Yes

Tort liability

Yes

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Motor policy

Environmental policy
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy
- motor policy

£40,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and
contamination costs extension
- property policy
- motor policy

£40,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- motor policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£90,000
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Waste composting – fire
Background
Composting green waste ignited spontaneously at the insured’s premises.
Water used by the Fire Brigade to extinguish the flames became contaminated
by a slurry like mixture from the compost. It reached a nearby stream and
migrated to a lake causing a substantial fishkill and damage to the aquatic
ecosystem.

Actual Loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Fire damage to buildings

Substantial damage was suffered to the insured’s composting facility
buildings.

£40,000

Regulatory liability

The Environment Agency asked the insured to clean up the lake and take
steps to restore the aquatic ecosystem. The Environment Agency can order
remediation in these circumstances under a variety of interconnected
statutory provisions without needing to prove fault. The role of the fire
brigade in the escape of contamination cannot be relied upon as a defence.

£100,000

Tort liability

In the circumstances, the insured was liable to the local fishing clubs in
tort for the loss of amenity of the members. Once again, the role of the fire
brigade in the escape of contamination cannot be relied on as a defence.

£20,000

Total liability
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Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs do not fall within the scope of the policy’s
insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs incurred
in complying with Environment Agency imposed investigation/
remediation orders are not “damages”.

Tort liability

Yes

Fire damage to buildings

No

The insured has no liability in damages for this loss. It does not
therefore fall within the policy’s insuring clause.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability

Yes

Tort liability

Yes

Fire damage to buildings

No

The insured has no liability in damages for this loss. It does not
therefore fall within the policy’s insuring clause.

Property policy

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liability in damages to third parties.

Fire damage to buildings

Yes

Regulatory liability

Yes

Tort Liability

Yes

Fire damage to buildings

No

Environmental policy

The insured has no liability for this loss. It does not therefore
fall within the policy’s insuring clause.

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£60,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£160,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£160,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability

The Environment Agency might have asked for any land contamination on
and off the insured’s site to be investigated and remediated.

£25,000 investigation
£25,000 remediation

Tort liability

Other third parties (e.g. neighbours) or their property might have been
harmed in some by the fire and smoke, or by the slurry mixture. This would
have exposed the insured to potential actions for damages in tort.

£150,000

Total liability
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£200,000
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

Public liability policy

Tort liability

Yes

Regulatory liability

No

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Tort liability

Yes

Regulatory liability

Part

The relevant costs fall within the scope of the extension
but fall foul of the “owned property” exclusion if they relate
to investigation/remediation on the insured’s property.
Investigation/remediation on land not owned by the insured
would, however, be covered.

Property policy

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not third party liabilities in tort.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Tort liability

Yes

Regulatory liability

Yes

Environmental policy

If not covered, the reason why

The relevant costs do not fall within the scope of the policy’s
insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs incurred
in complying with Environment Agency imposed remediation
orders are not “damages”.

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£150,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£175,000

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£200,000
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Car park – pollution from poorly
maintained drains
Background
A retail park drain interceptor began to malfunction. During wet weather,
mobilised oil drops on the car park were able to pass through the surface water
drainage system into a canal. The periodic oily film on the canal water did not
cause any fish to die, but resulted in an impact to amenity for local fishermen
for a period of one year.

Actual Loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Tort liability

In the circumstances, the insured was liable to the local fishing clubs for
£15,000
damages in tort in respect of the loss of amenity of the members and the loss
of income.

Total liability
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Quantum

£15,000
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Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause, but because the escape was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause, but because the escape was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Property policy

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liability in damages to third parties.

Environmental policy

Tort liability

Yes

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£15,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability

The insured was fortunate that the only thing spilled in the car park while
the interceptor was not functioning was oil in small quantities. Had more
significant spills occurred and been washed into the canal, the Environment
Agency might have asked for extensive remediation and restoration work to
be performed. The Environmental Agency would have been able to require
this of the insured under a range of statutory provisions. There is no need for
the Environment Agency to prove fault.

£25,000 investigation
£25,000 remediation

Tort liability

Had more significant pollution washed into the canal and fish been killed,
the liability in damages to the fishing club (or other third parties) could have
been far greater.

£40,000

Criminal prosecution

£20,000 fine
The insured might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal
£30,000 costs
prosecution and possible fine. The release of polluting substances from
the car park into “controlled waters” triggers a series of “strict liability”
offences on the part of the owner, but the Environment Agency decided not to
prosecute in this instance.

Total liability
24

£140,000
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Tort liability

No

Liability for damages falls within the policy’s insuring clause,
but because the escape was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs do not fall within the scope of the policy’s
insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs incurred
in complying with Environment Agency imposed remediation
orders are not “damages”.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

Liability for damages falls within the policy’s insuring clause,
but because the escape was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excluded the tort
action from cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs fall within the scope of the extension, but
because the escape was not caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the costs from
cover.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not third party liabilities in tort.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

Yes

Regulatory liability

Yes

Criminal prosecution

No

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Environmental policy
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£90,000
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Historic waste – old chemical drums
discovered during redevelopment
Background
Twelve buried drums were discovered by the insured on its property as it was
repairing a weir on a river that runs through its property. The drums had been
buried for at least thirty years and the discovery came as a complete surprise.
The drums contained hazardous residues.

Actual Loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability

The Environment Agency served a notice on the insured as owner of the land in
question requiring it to remove and properly dispose of the drums. The Environment
Agency can issue such a notice on the insured as landowner under a variety of
interconnected statutory provisions, even though the insured was not responsible for
depositing the drums in the first place.

£1,600

Total liability

£1,600

Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability

No

The removal and disposal costs do not fall within the scope
of the policy’s insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the
costs incurred in complying with Environment Agency imposed
notices and orders are not “damages”.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability

No

The costs might fall within the scope of the extension, but
until there is an escape caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the regulatory
liability from cover.

Property policy

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the removal/disposal of
waste.

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability

No

Whilst hazardous materials inside the drums are still inside the
drums this scenario does not constitute a ‘pollution condition’
for the purposes of most environmental policies unless there is
an imminent threat of release.
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£0

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability

Had the drums corroded in any way or been damaged as the insured was
carrying out its works, and a release of contamination into the river occurred,
the Environment Agency could have ordered the insured to clean up the
pollution and restore the river. The Environment Agency can do this without
needing to prove fault on the part of the insured.

£25,000 investigation
£1m remediation

Tort liability

Had the drums corroded in any way or been damaged as the insured was
carrying out its works, and a release of contamination into the river occurred,
the insured would have been exposed to actions in damages by local
landowners and fishing clubs.

£150,000 landowners
£40,000 fishing clubs

Criminal prosecution

£20,000 fine
Had the drums corroded in any way or been damaged as the insured
£30,000 costs
was carrying out its works, and a release of contamination into the river
occurred, the insured might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal
prosecution and possible fine. The release of polluting substances into the
environment can trigger a series of “strict liability” offences on the part of the
insured, even though the insured did not deposit the drums in the first place.

Total liability
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Tort liability

No

Tort liabilities fall within the scope of the insuring clause, but
unless the escape was caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort action
from cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs do not fall within the scope of the policy’s
insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs incurred
in complying with Environment Agency imposed remediation
orders are not “damages”.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

Tort liabilities fall within the scope of the insuring clause, but
unless the escape was caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort action
from cover.

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs are within the scope of the extension, but
unless the escape was not caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes them from cover.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not third party liabilities in tort.

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

Yes

Regulatory liability

Yes

Criminal prosecution

No

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Environmental policy
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Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£1,215,000
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Light industrial facility – gradual
undetected leak of solvent
Background
The insured, the owner of a light industrial facility on an industrial estate,
did not use solvent. Nevertheless, a large groundwater solvent plume was
detected and its source was traced to the insured’s facility. On investigation, a
reasonably recent solvent spill was discovered under the facility.

Actual loss
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

Regulatory bodies like the Environment Agency can order those responsible
for causing pollution to investigate, remediate and monitor. “Causing” is
construed very widely, and there is no need for the Environment Agency to
prove any fault. Following an investigation, a significant amount of onsite
remediation was required of the insured. Monitoring is ongoing.

£400,000

Total liability

£400,000

Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

This does not fall within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause. Following the 2006 case of Bartoline v RSA, the costs
incurred in complying with Environment Agency imposed
remediation orders are not “damages”. Even if they did fall
within the scope of the policy’s insuring clause, the costs
would have fallen foul of the policy’s “owned property”
exclusion, and also the pollution exclusion (because the spill
was not caused by a “sudden, identifiable, unintended and
unexpected incident which took place in its entirety at a specific
time and place during the Period of Insurance”).

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

The costs fall within the scope of the extension but fall foul of
the policy’s “owned property” exclusion, and also the pollution
exclusion (because the spill was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”).

Property policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule the remediation of land.

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability for
cleanup

Yes
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£400,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Criminal prosecution

The insured might have had to pay the costs of defending a criminal
prosecution and possible fine. The release of polluting substances into
the environment triggers a series of “strict liability” offences on the part of
the insured, but the Environment Agency decided not to prosecute in this
instance.

£20,000 fine
£30,000 costs

Tort liability

Local landowners and the local water company might have sued the insured
in tort for damages based on the measures that they were required to take to
treat the polluted groundwater prior to supplying/using it.

£5m

Total liability
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

This is within the scope of the policy, but the pollution
exclusion would have excluded it because it cannot be
shown that the spill was caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

This is within the scope of the policy, but the pollution
exclusion would have excluded it because it cannot be
shown that the spill was caused by a “sudden, identifiable,
unintended and unexpected incident which took place in
its entirety at a specific time and place during the Period of
Insurance”.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Tort liability

Yes

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Property policy

Environmental policy

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination costs
extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£5,000,000
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Waste facility – allegations of odour
nuisance by new neighbours
Background
A new housing estate was built adjacent to an operational landfill site. The
new residents started to complain about the landfill odour. The landfill had
been operated diligently at all times by the insured landfill operator and in
accordance with its environmental permit issued by the Environment Agency.
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Tort liability

Over two hundred residents of a new housing estate brought a claim
in tort against the insured landfill operator alleging odour nuisance
over a two year period. Such claims can be brought even though the
landfill was in operation long before the housing estate was built
and even though there is no breach of permit. The claim was settled
before trial. A very significant part of the quantum in these types of
multi claimant cases comprises legal costs.

£850,000

Total liability
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Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, reason why

Public liability policy

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring clause,
but because the odours were not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring clause,
but because the odours were not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Property policy

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Environmental policy

Tort liability

Yes

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£850,000
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Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Criminal prosecution

If the landfill operator had been found in breach of its environmental
permit then the Environment Agency could also have brought a criminal
prosecution. It might also have required the installation of upgraded odour
abatement equipment.

£20,000 fine
£30,000 costs

Total liability

£50,000

Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Property policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Environmental policy

Criminal prosecution

No

Criminal fines and defence costs usually fall outside the scope
of cover.

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£0
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Construction site – dust problems
Background
Chronic releases of dust over a long period from the construction of a new
health centre caused a neighbour’s asthma to be aggravated. In addition,
the dust discoloured sealant on her home’s windows and could not be
satisfactorily removed from her carpets.
Type of Loss/Liability

Description

Quantum

Tort liability

The neighbour brought a claim against the developer in tort in respect of her
asthma, the damage to her property and the general loss of amenity at her
property.

£30,000

Total liability

£30,000

Coverage of actual loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Covered?

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause, but because the dust was not caused by a
“sudden, identifiable, unintended and unexpected
incident which took place in its entirety at a specific time
and place during the Period of Insurance”, the pollution
exclusion excludes the tort action from cover.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Tort liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause, but because the dust was not caused by a
“sudden, identifiable, unintended and unexpected
incident which took place in its entirety at a specific time
and place during the Period of Insurance”, the pollution
exclusion excludes the tort action from cover.

Property policy

Tort liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not liabilities in damages to third parties.

Environmental policy

Tort liability

Yes
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Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£30,000

Further potential loss
Potential loss/liability

Description

Quantum

Regulatory liability

The local authority could have issued a statutory nuisance abatement notice
on the developer requiring it to take steps to end the dust problem.

£10,000

Total liability
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Coverage of further potential loss
Policy

Liability/Loss suffered

Cover

If not covered, the reason why

Public liability policy

Regulatory liability

No

The relevant costs do not fall within the scope of the policy’s
insuring clause. Following Bartoline v RSA, the costs incurred in
complying with regulatory notices or orders are not “damages”.

Public liability policy
with regulatory clean
up and contamination
costs extension

Regulatory liability

No

This liability is within the scope of the policy’s insuring
clause, but because the escape was not caused by a “sudden,
identifiable, unintended and unexpected incident which took
place in its entirety at a specific time and place during the
Period of Insurance”, the pollution exclusion excludes the tort
action from cover.

Property policy

Regulatory liability

No

Property policies provide cover only in respect of specific
buildings and not as a general rule any liability for the
termination of any ongoing nuisance from a property.

Environmental policy

Regulatory liability

No

Environmental policies are unlikely to cover the costs of
complying with the abatement notice where the nuisance
stems from non compliance with environmental laws that could
and should have been addressed by the insured prior to the
issue of the notice.

Recovery (subject to policy excess, limit, etc)
Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had only:
- public liability policy with regulatory clean up and contamination
costs extension
- property policy

£0

Insurance recovery for potential loss if insured had:
- standard public liability policy
- property policy; and
- environmental policy

£0
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Environmental Loss Guide

Conclusion
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Conclusion
A pattern emerges from the scenarios. In every case, the insured’s cover for
actual or potential environmental loss is incomplete or even non-existent
without an environmental policy being in place. The gap in cover exposes
the insured to environmental liability risks that could be costly to handle and
time consuming to deal with in the short, medium and long term. Thus, the
scenarios reinforce the message in our earlier publication, Environmental
Risks: insured or not?.
What is perhaps most striking about the scenarios is that it is easy to imagine
a very wide range of businesses being involved in an environmental incident.
Environmental liability is clearly not the exclusive preserve of heavy industry
with obvious potential to pollute. It is also important to remember that
environmental liabilities are often difficult to manage. In particular, they can
take a long time to resolve and may require extensive technical input. It is
not always possible to resolve them once and for all by paying money to the
affected parties. Without an insurer’s help, the handling of an environmental
liability could be extremely time consuming for the insured as well as
expensive.
The need to have adequate environmental insurance coverage in place has
significantly heightened with the introduction of the Environmental Liability
Directive, which is based upon the “polluter pays” principle and has increased
the potential remediation liability of operators. Its introduction has placed
a strong emphasis on risk assessment and management and prevention by
operators and has been a driver in increasing awareness of the potential
environmental risks operators face. It should also be noted that the Directive
provides an option for EU Member States to require relevant operators to put in
place financial security (likely via insurance) to meet their potential liabilities
under the ELD. Unlike a number of Member States, the UK has not as yet
implemented such a requirement. However, it could do in the future.
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